FENCED OFF-LEASH DOG AREA:

- 16,000 Sq. Ft. Fenced Area with Two Entrances
- Double Gated Entrance to Contains Dogs
- Clean Up Equipment in Two Locations
- Signage could limit use hours due to noise
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YOUTH SKATE PLAZA:

- 12,000 Sq. Ft. Designed for Beginners
- Gradual Slopes to Learn Basic Skills
- Elements should be a Max. of 4'-0" Tall
- Design Avoids More Advanced Features
BASKETBALL COURTS:

- One Full Size Court or Two Jr. High Courts.
- Could Be Programmed for Other Uses
- May Need Fencing
Example of Outdoor Fitness Equipment

ADULT FITNESS AREA:
- Open to All Abilities and Fitness Levels
- Free to Public
- Social and Fitness Destination
- 60' Dia. Central Open Space for Group Activities
- Defined Equipment Areas
- Equipment Selection Goals:
  - Education
  - Balance and Flexibility
  - Cardio Training
  - Strength Training
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Example of Outdoor Adult Fitness Area

Example of Child Area

COMBINED AREA:

- Adult Fitness Equipment for Full Range of Abilities
- Family Friendly Design Focuses on Child Area
- Youth Play Concept Promotes Strength and Agility
- Child Area May Need Fencing
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